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Sascha Paeth - The Path

                            tom:
                Eb
Intro: Fm  Ab Cm Gm
        Fm  Ab Cm Bb
        C  D  Eb

                Eb         Ab
                Blissful I die
                                  Eb
                And reach for the sky
                          Gm
                Hoping to find
                                   G
A way through the night
                                   Ab
                I leave my?worries?alone
                          Eb
                Way down below
                               Ab            Bb
                And?try not to cry anymore, fight?anymore
                Ab            Abm
                Just to go on, just to go on
                Eb                   Bb
                Let me set sails and flee from the storm
                   Abm
                And drift through the clouds
                 Eb
                So I can be free
                Gm
                Free as a bird
                  G
                So I can believe
                     Fm
                I'll never never have to cry no more
                Ab
                I won't even lose a tear
                     Cm
                I'll never never have to fight no more
                Gm
                And forget about my fears
                      Fm
                I'll never never have to hide no more
                     Ab
                From anything or anyone
                     Cm
                I'll never never have to try no more
                   Bb
                To be like I don't wanna be

                ( C  D  Eb )

                Eb         Abm
                Faithful I leave
                              Eb
                But I won't be far
                          Gm
                I will be there
                                        G
                If you need me, you'll find me
                             Ab

                Anytime, anywhere
                                           Eb
                I hope you know that I'm there
                              Ab
                To guide you along
                                    Bb
                The path that you're on
                Ab              Abm
                Life will go on, life will go on
                    Eb                Bb
                You have set out to a trek on your own
                           Abm
                But you'll master your life
                    Eb
                And all will be fine
                Gm
                You will stand strong
                       G
                Yes, I know that
                     Fm
                I'll never never have to cry no more
                Ab
                I won't even lose a tear
                Cm
                I'll never never have to fight no more
                Gm
                And forget about my fears
                     Fm
                I'll never never have to hide no more
                     Ab
                From anything or anyone
                     Cm
                I'll never never have to try no more
                  Bb
                To be like I don't wanna be
                    Ab         Ab         Eb
                And when I look down I will see you again
                       Fm          Ab      Cm
                I will take care of you as good as I can
                         Fm                    Ab
Db G
                And the beautiful moments i'll never forget
are with me

                ( b>Fm Ab Cm Gm )

                     Fm
                I'll never never have to cry no more
                Ab
                I won't even lose a tear
                     Cm
                I'll never never have to fight no more
                  Gm
                And forget about my fears
                     Fm
                I'll never never have to hide no more
                     Ab
                From anything or anyone
                  Cm
                I'll never never have to try no more
                 Ab
                To be like I don't wanna be
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